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Analysis of the Learning Context
How compatible is the learning context with the instruction requirements?
Include both psychological and self-directing for their own lives. This learning
context is to provide adults with design opportunities to set their own goals with a
clear menu structure. How adaptable is the learning context for different
instructional approaches? The learning context can be practiced and feedback on
the Google Form link provided or via a link of the video meeting room. What
constraints are present in the learning context that will affect the design and
delivery of the instruction? For adult learners, there may be variable reliability wifi
or connection, use of different devices, technology skills or knowledge. Some
visually impaired or hearing impaired learners might need some accommodations
digitally or the helper of family members completing the project. How adaptable
is the learning context to simulate the performance context? The adaptable
instruction will be given to the simulated performance context that relevant
examples included, frequent responses required, learner control, and frequent

entry and exit points possible for the learner to choose. The way I design this
instruction context for adult learners is to provide opportunities to link new
information with prior knowledge of their responsibility and establish a need to
know and readiness to learn to perform their own goals.

Analysis of Learners
According to Malcolm Knowles (1984), the adult learners' characteristics are
self-concept and treated by others as being capable of self-direction. According to
my interviewee, she's ready to learn what she needs to know and be able to do to
cope effectively with her real-life context. Also, she wants to know why she should
learn something before devoting her energy to it. Adult learners’ learning
orientations are problem-centered, or life-centered. Their best motivators are
internal, such as self-esteem, and quality of life. The attitude toward the content
of this instruction is that 74% of adults are what we call personal learners – that is,
they have participated in at least one of several possible activities in the past 12
months to advance their knowledge about something that personally interests
them. These activities include reading, taking courses, or attending meetings or
events tied to learning more about their interests
(https://www.pewresearch.org/internet/2016/03/22/lifelong-learning-and-techno

logy/). Some of my diverse group of adult learners' learning styles and knowledge
of cognitive from lower-level to mid-level technology skills preferred the delivery
format on-demand instructional module which is made available online learning.
They preferred giving their control over their choice. My interviewee preferred the
method for its convenience of time and setting with entry-level.

Analysis of Learning Task
Goal Statement: First-time digital bookmakers will be able to get the Adobe
Lightroom website or link to create an account, access an account to install, add
and edit photos, export photos, upload, and publish to blurb.com

Assessment organization chart
Goal Analysis Step

Performance Objective

Assessment

Objective 1:
Step 1
Access to the Adobe Lightroom
website

2. Step 2
create an Adobe Lightroom (Lr)
account

3. Step 3
Access the Adobe account to
install App

Given 7 days free trials or
choose to buy Adobe
Lightroom links, first-time
digital Bookmakers will access
the Adobe.com website 100%
of the time.

Objective 2:
When accessed to Adobe
website choose the 7 free trials
or be a member, first-time
digital bookmakers will create
an account within 7 days or
100% of the time.

Objective 3:
When creating an account, the
book markers will access the
Adobe account by installing
APP within 7 days or 100% of
the time.

Intellectual skills:
Objective-style test items
Screenshot
Observation
checklist

Intellectual skills:
Objective-style test
items-create an account
screenshot
Observation
Checklist

Intellectual skills:
Objective-style test
items-access and install App
Assessment type: checklist

Objective 4:
When accessing the Lightroom (Lr)
cloud-based photo service editing room,
the book markers will add photos to the
album within 7 days or 100% of the time.

Learning domain: intellectual
skills: Objective-style test
items-added photos
Assessment type: checklist

5. Step 5
Edit the photo using the tool on
top of the right-side in the Lr

Objective 5
When adding photos to the
album, the book markers will
edit and design the photo from
the top of the right-side tool
within 7 days or 100% of the
time.

Intellectual and
psychomotor skills:
Objective-style test
items-edit and design
Assessment type: checklist,
drill

6. Step 6
Export a photo book to the
website on Blurb.com account

Objective 6
When editing the photos, the
book markers will export the
photos to the website of
Blurb.com, connect to their
account, or create an account
before exporting it (B) 100%
action demonstrated.

4. Step 4
Add photos to Lightroom library
and create the album

7. Step 7
Design the photos on
Bookwright’s photo manager
then choose the book to publish

Objective 7
Open Bookwright’s photo
manager or download
Bookwright, the bookmakers will
choose the book, upload all
photos, design layout, and save
them on it within 7 days or due
date to publish Ebook or photo
book from Blurb.com action
demonstrated.

Intellectual and
psychomotor skills:
Objective-style test
items-export the photos
Assessment type: checklist,
drill

Intellectual and
psychomotor skills:
Objective-style test itemschoose the book, upload,
design layout, and save to
publish
Assessment type: checklist,
learn performs a task

Assessment Checklist
Name:________________
Observer:______________
Date:_________________
Instructions to the observer: The first-time bookmaker will mastery use the technology tools through
Lightroom (Adobe website) or https://www.adobe.com/products/photoshop-lightroom.html
to be able to install, edit, and publish to blurb.com to demonstrate the project. The bookmaker will use a

screenshot with snipping tool or Shift+
following:

+ S. Observer illustrates and instruct the step by step as

Practice Test

Posttests

Performance

Evaluation

Revised-instruction

Are the bookmakers
acquiring the new
skills? ___Y ___N

Do bookmakers
access mastery of
all the identified
areas of
instruction that
are not working?
___Y ___N

Do bookmakers
publish a book
from blurb.com?
___Y ___N

Is the
instruction
effective for all
skills?
___Y ___N

Where should
the instruction be
revised?
___Y ___N

Comments:

Comments:

Comments:

Comments:

What errors are
bookmakers
making? ___Y ___N
Comments:

PS.

Instructional Strategy
CLUSTER

OBJECTIVES

TIME

1
Introduction

Given 7 days free trials or to buy Adobe Lightroom link and
create an account, learners will be able to get an account from
Adobe Lightroom

10 min.

2
Preparation

Given two screenshots demonstrating access to the Adobe
account by installing APP and successfully into the Lightroom.

15 min.

3
Selection

Given learner practice to add one photo to Lr library and one
photo to create an album name.

10 min.

4
Creation

1. Given a screenshot instruction learners will be able to choose
the editing tools to employ features, and elements for their
photos.
2. Given all the instructions thus far, edited the photos, the
bookmarkers will export the photos to the website of
Blurb.com, connect to their account, or create an account
before exporting it, 100% action demonstrated.

20 min.

1.Given a screenshot handout for open Bookwright’s photo

25 min.

5
Completion

manager or download bookwright, the bookmakers will choose the
book, upload all photos, design layout, and save them on it.
2. Within 7 days or due date to publish an Ebook or photo book from
Blurb.com action demonstrated.

Strategies USES: Pre-instructional, Assessment, and Follow-Through
Activities
PRE-INSTRUCTIONAL ACTIVITIES
Motivation: ARCS.
The teacher plans to engage my learners’ attention, using the Youtube video of how to create
a photo book from Adobe Lightroom and publish it on Blurb.com.
Relevance will be shown in the Blurb book with hardcover or softcover and book of size.
Learners will have their photos for their need for a wedding photo book, travel photobook, or
other photobook.
Confidence is to keep the book cover and size that the learner chooses to start designing or
edit to build their skills.
Satisfaction is to be implemented while the learners follow each step accurately, it will lead
them to complete their first photo book.
Objectives: The teacher includes a list with screenshots of learning objectives at the beginning
of the lesson. It will guide the learners to know the steps to edit and design as they expect to
have their first photo book to be published by the end of the class. The teacher believes this is
very effective with a guiding list with screenshots to help the learners for this project.

Entry Skills: At the learner entry level, The teacher will have them to get an email account and
blurb.com account ready to register an account on Lightroom websites. Also, the learner will
have their photos ready to import to the Lightroom for editing and what their topic idea is on
their photobook.

Student Groupings and Media Selection: The teacher plans this lesson for independent work,
but with a discussion board to post questions and editing skills with peers. The teacher will
create an optional meeting link from https://meet.jit.si/. The teacher will have a YouTube
video for how to edit and design and publish for their reference.
ASSESSMENT
Pretest: No pretest for this class but checklist for entry skills requirement.
Practice Tests: The learners will submit the process with video or screenshots for their
practice tests with edited photos and design.
Posttest: This posttest will be administered by publishing a photobook.

Student Groupings and Media Selection: The learners will be graded individually using a
checklist.
FOLLOW-THROUGH ACTIVITIES
Memory Aids: Handout the list with screenshots will be sent out the link by Google Docs.
Transfer: The teacher will set up a video meeting ( https://meet.jit.si/) after Module 2, the
learners will demonstrate their editing skill or questions over the meeting, another meeting
before the final publishing, or one meeting with parents or family members.
Student Groupings and Media Selection: The learners have a discussion board with unlimited
attendance for their needs without grading, but focus on the objective.

Content Presentation and Student Participation
Objective 1: Given 7 days free trials or to buy Adobe Lightroom link and create an account,
learners will be able to get an account from Adobe Lightroom
CONTENT PRESENTATION
Content: Adobe Lightroom link
https://www.adobe.com/products/photoshop-lightroom.html?sdid=KKTJE&mv=search&ef_id=CjwKCAj
wu5CDBhB9EiwA0w6sLYa1fJaXDCrRU7spVf7tnDQyuZbK2P3tVh2m-sryHWxwwGywuIANNxoC7WkQAvD
_BwE:G:s&s_kwcid=AL!3085!3!356471120848!e!!g!!lightroom&gclid=CjwKCAjwu5CDBhB9EiwA0w6sLY
a1fJaXDCrRU7spVf7tnDQyuZbK2P3tVh2m-sryHWxwwGywuIANNxoC7WkQAvD_BwE

Examples:

Student Groupings and Media Selections: Independent works, with video
https://youtu.be/jIBMH8Dnh8M
STUDENT PARTICIPATION
Practice Items and Activities:
The learners will access the Lightroom interface with screenshots and check on the checklist
by themselves.

Feedback:
The teacher will create a discussion board 1. for the learners-Instructor screenshots.
The teacher will create a discussion board 2 for the learner-learner interaction.
Student Groupings and Media Selections: independent works with discussion boards.

Object 2: Given two screenshots demonstrating access to the Adobe account by installing APP
and successfully into the Lightroom.
CONTENT PRESENTATION
Content: A process checklist with Google Docs. with screenshots and check on the checklist by
themselves.
Examples:

Student Groupings and Media Selections: Independent works with discussion boards.
STUDENT PARTICIPATION
Practice Items and Activities:
The learners will access Adobe Account by installing Apps with screenshots and check on the
checklist by themselves.
Feedback:
The teacher will create a discussion board 1. for the learners-Instructor screenshots.
The teacher will create a discussion board 2 for the learner-learner interaction.
Student Groupings and Media Selections: Independent works with discussion boards.

Objective 3: Given learner, practice adding one photo to Lr library and one photo to create an
album name.
CONTENT PRESENTATION
Content: A process checklist with Google Docs. with screenshots and a checklist.
Examples:

Student Groupings and Media Selections: Independent works with discussion boards.
STUDENT PARTICIPATION
Practice Items and Activities:
The Learners will create albums with screenshots and check on the checklist by themselves
Feedback:
The teacher will create a discussion board 1. for the learners-Instructor screenshots.
The teacher will create a discussion board 2 for the learner-learner interaction.
Student Groupings and Media Selections:

Independent works with discussion boards.

Objective 4: Given a screenshots instruction learners will be able to choose the editing tools to
employ features, and elements for their photos.
CONTENT PRESENTATION
Content: A process checklist with Google Docs. with screenshots and check on the checklist by
themselves.
Examples:

Student Groupings and Media Selections:
Independent works with discussion boards.
STUDENT PARTICIPATION
Practice Items and Activities:
The learners will edit photos by tools, features, and elements with screenshots and check on
the checklist by themselves.
Feedback:
The teacher will create a discussion board 1. for the learners-Instructor screenshots.
The teacher will create a discussion board 2 for the learner-learner interaction.

Objective 5: Given all the instructions thus far, edited the photos, the bookmarkers will export
the photos to the website of Blurb.com, connect to their account, or create an account before
exporting it, 100% action demonstrated.
CONTENT PRESENTATION
Content: A process of handout through Google Docs. with screenshots and check on the
checklist by themselves.

Student Groupings and Media Selections:

Independent works with discussion boards.
The teacher will set up a video (https://meet.jit.si/) meeting link optional for all learners.
The teacher will create a discussion board 1. for the learners-Instructor screenshots.
The teacher will create a discussion board 2 for the learner-learner interaction.

STUDENT PARTICIPATION
Practice Items and Activities:
The learners will export the photos or album connected to Blurb with screenshots and check on
the checklist by themselves.
Feedback:
The teacher will set up a video (https://meet.jit.si/) meeting link optional for all learners.
The teacher will create a discussion board 1. for the learners-Instructor screenshots.
The teacher will create a discussion board 2 for the learner-learner interaction.
Student Groupings and Media Selections:
Independent works with discussion boards.

Objective 6: Given a screenshot handout for open Bookwright’s photo manager or download
bookwright, the bookmakers will choose the book, upload all photos, design layout, and save them on
it within 7 days or due date to publish Ebook or photo book from Blurb.com action demonstrated.

CONTENT PRESENTATION
Content: A process of all handouts through Google Docs. with screenshots and check on the
checklist by themselves.
Examples:

Student Groupings and Media Selections:
Independent works with discussion boards.
STUDENT PARTICIPATION
Practice Items and Activities:
The learners will download the photos or album from the Lr to BookWright and take
screenshots. Check on the checklist by themselves.
Feedback:
The teacher will create a discussion board 1. for the learners-Instructor screenshots.
The teacher will create a discussion board 2 for the learner-learner interaction.
Student Groupings and Media Selections:
Independent works with discussion boards.

Objective 7: Within 7 days or due date to publish an Ebook or photo book from Blurb.com action
demonstrated.

CONTENT PRESENTATION
Content: A process of Bookwright handouts through Google Docs. with screenshots and check
on the checklist by themselves.
Examples:

Student Groupings and Media Selections:
Independent works with discussion boards.
STUDENT PARTICIPATION
Practice Items and Activities:
The learners will finalize the project and review the photobook and publishing.
Feedback:
The teacher will create a discussion board 1. for the learners-Instructor screenshots.
The teacher will create a discussion board 2 for the learner-learner interaction.
Student Groupings and Media Selections:
Independent works with discussion boards.

Assignment of Objectives and Activities to Session(s) with Time
Estimates
SESSION
1

OBJECTIVES AND ACTIVITIES
1. Given 7 days free trials or to buy Adobe Lightroom link and
create an account, learners will be able to get an account
from Adobe Lightroom
2. Given two screenshots demonstrating access to the Adobe
account by installing APP and successfully into the
Lightroom.
3. Given learner practice to add one photo to Lr library and
one photo to create an album name.
4. 1. Given screenshots instruction, learners will be able to
choose the editing tools to employ features and elements
for their photos.
5. 2. Given all the instructions thus far, edited the photos, the
book markers will export the photos to the website of
Blurb.com, connect to their account, or create an account
before exporting it, 100% action demonstrated.
6. 1.Given a screenshot handout for open Bookwright’s photo
manager or download bookwright, the bookmakers will choose
the book, upload all photos, design layout, and save them on it.
7. 2. Within 7 days or due date 4/12/2021 to publish an Ebook or
photo book from Blurb.com action demonstrated.

TIME
80 min.

Use of Appropriate Consolidation of Media Selections and Choice of
Delivery System(s)
SESSION OBJECTIVES
1

STUDENT GROUPINGS
AND MEDIA SELECTIONS

DELIVERY SYSTEM(S)

1

Independent works, with
eLearning through Google Docs link
video
and video from YouTube for help
https://youtu.be/jIBMH8Dnh8 learning.
M

2

Independent works with
discussion boards.

eLearning through Google Docs link
and discussion boards.

3

Independent works with
discussion boards.

eLearning through Google Docs link
and discussion boards

4

Independent works with
discussion boards.

eLearning through Google Docs link
and discussion boards

5

Independent works with
eLearning through Google Docs link,
discussion boards.
discussion boards, and meeting
The teacher will set up a video media tool,
(https://meet.jit.si/) meeting
link optional for all learners.
I will create a discussion board
1. for the learners-Instructor
screenshots.
The teacher will create a
discussion board 2 for the
learner-learner interaction.

6

Independent works with
discussion boards.

eLearning through Google Docs link
and discussion boards.

7

Independent works with
discussion boards.

eLearning through Google Docs link
and discussion boards.

Instructional Materials
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1E4pSxy8JHgYwKb_V5Xq8da11gtauyVBkK54vttXZFmQ/edit?us
p=sharing

Formative Evaluation Plan
This will be peer to peer and 2-3 for a group for evaluation with peers in one-to-one
evaluation and 2-5 for a small group evaluation. .
The evaluation will take place at the online discussion board. For one-to-one evaluation
will take on the discussion section and take 20 minutes for group evaluation with the
conference.
The questions to be asked for evaluations: Is the progression of this course logical and
coherent from beginning to end?
Are there alternative strategies that could be used?
The teacher will use Google Form for the questionnaires and send the link to students.

One-to-One Evaluations
The one-to-one evaluator with the different cultural reviews. This is used for the
students’ backgrounds and high expectations that engage students in this lesson.
This will be direct interaction with individual learners.

Length of the one-to-one meetings
The length of the one-to-one meeting is about 20 minutes depending on group size.

Description of the activities done during the one-to-one meetings
The participants worked through each section of the material. The objectives were clear
and relevant to them. They have to send the evaluation to the google form which the
instructor provided.

Remarks on how long it took the evaluators to complete the activities

It will take 8 minutes on each plan and 2 minutes to fill out the evaluation form and
submit it on their own form with signature by evaluators. It will complete the activities
for a total of 20 minutes.

Results of the assessments that evaluators completed
The learners were asked to reflect on the instruction and comment on its clarity and
utility overall. They will send out their own evaluation form by the evaluators with
names. They were also asked to evaluate any materials they believe should be improved
or eliminated. I will analyze the results for reference to consider the next lesson.

Feedback received from the evaluators during these sessions
For the feedback received from the evaluators, the instructor aids learners' work,
different aspects of instruction and gathers information from learners’ strengths and
weaknesses.

Description of revisions that could be made to instruction based on feedback
It is for revising instruction or elimination based on the feedback whether the skills
learned are being used on the job and with what effect on learning.

Links to any questionnaires, documents, or materials created specifically for
one-to-one evaluations
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSducmmEgMk74OMXEMVXBq5wV03cVw2
R0m14qV0rV0FddwveNg/viewform?usp=sf_link

Small Group Evaluation
Description of how many learners were in the small group and how they represent some
of the subgroups within your target learner population (such as achievement level,
native language, learning preferences, age, etc.).
For 2-5 from a small group, it is the number of learners. This is heterogeneous with
native language, various ages but not too much difference with gap communication,
and mixed with beginners, intermeddlers, and gifted learners altogether to help for
reaching the learning object. The selecting learners will have a range in level of maturity
, and various native languages. It is to determine the effectiveness of changes made
following the one-to-one evaluation but is not necessary to get all of the learners
together at one time in this evaluation.

The length of the small group evaluation session
The length of the small group evaluation is about 35 minutes. Each evaluator will have a
5-7 minutes evaluation depending on group size and 3-5 minutes to fill out the
evaluation form from a link to the Google form.

Description of the activities that you did during small group evaluation session
This is an online lesson. The teacher will set up a conference (https://meet.jit.si/) and
arrange a group for them to upload their projects and will set a timer for each evaluator
to wrap up and have time for them to fill out the evaluation form then send it by link.
The teacher will obtain the data from the learners with clarity of the instruction, impact
on learners, feasibility for learners should be summarized and focused.

Remarks on how long it took the target learners to complete the activities
It will take them to complete the activities for around 35 to 45 minutes depending on
the size of the group.

Results of the assessments that target learners completed
The Teacher will analyze the results of the assessments that learners complete and
adjust my instruction design for the differential learners.
With the pretest, instruction, and posttest was recorded, these data gathered and
organized by objective and goal that is the process of identifying problems and
instruction solutions began.

Feedback received from the target learners during these sessions
While receiving the feedback from the small-group, the teacher will correct the major
errors and Identify in the instructional materials, management procedures,
performance, procedures, and attitude learning to determine revising or eliminating for
the skills learned are being benefited by the learners.

Description of revisions that could be made to instruction based on the feedback

If received the feedback, they will re-consider the needs and benefits for the learners
based on the object and revise it to match the goal statement or keep it
instruction-based.

Links to any questionnaires, documents, or other materials created specifically
the small group evaluation
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSeIdqFk9MdMct_P_-VolOTCS4u1EBnPlWIQ
Wpv78ZiqypJO3A/viewform?usp=sf_link

Create photo book and publishing

Goal: First-time digital bookmakers will be able to
get the Adobe Lightroom website of a link to create an
account, access an account to install, add and edit photos,
export photos, upload, and publish to blurb.com

Create an adobe account

Final process: Paid and Publish

your own book

